
 

Padasalai.net’s - public exam 2019 – model question paper 

CLASS: XII                                           ENGLISH                                          marks: 90 
 
       

      Section - A      

I. Answer all the questions.                                                                                      20 x 1 = 20 

Synonyms 

1. ………..rich legacy into their issue. 

a) soldiers  b)citizens  c)children  d)kings 

2. Striving to harness the ultimate secret. 

a) Trying hard  b)working lazily c)worrying a lot d)inspecting well 

3. These horrible beliefs and superstitious practices offend human dignity. 

a) attack   b)allow   c)insult  d)practice 

Antonyms 

4. Soakes are the more vile of God’s creatures. 

a) bad   b)good   c)docile  d)vigorous 

5. What is obvious is not always known. 

a) Hidden   b)bad   c)clear   d)famous 

6. The teacher pretended to be indifferent. 

a) different   b)happy  c)interested  d)sad 

7. Choose the correct expansion of the given abbreviation ‘GST’ 

a) Goods and Service Tax                  b) Goods and Service Texts 

c) Goods and Service Taxation                       d) Gross Service Tax 

8. Choose the clipped word for the given word ‘market’. 

a) mark   b)mart   c)marc   d)mat 

9. Choose the appropriate compound word for the combination ‘henpecked’. 

a) Adjective + Adjective b)Noun +Adjective  c)Preposition + Adjective d)Verb + Verb 

10. Choose the correct plural form of OX. 

a) Oxens   b)oxen   c)oxes   d)oxeses 

11. Form a new word by adding a suitable prefix to the root word ‘Indian’ 

a) Dia……….  b)Pan……….  c)Un……..  d)Dis…….. 

12. Identify the sentence pattern 

The court announced him secretary. 

a) SVIODO  b)SVOA  c)SVCA  d)SVOC 

13. Choose the disyllabic word. 

a) demonstrate  b)love   c)advantage  d)daughter 

14. Replace the underlined word with its equivalent American English word  for Jug. 
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a) pitcher   b)jar   c)pot   d)kettle 

 

 

15. Youngsters never visit their grandparents, ……………? (use a suitable question tag) 

a) Do they?  b)don’t they?  c)do we? d)don’t we? 

16. Choose the suitable meaning for the Idiom found in the following sentence. 

I am honour bound to support my parents. 

a) Cowardice  b)moral duty  c)rarely  d)extremely happy 

17. Choose the meaning of the foreign word in the sentence. 

Though English is a foreign language , it is our lingua franca. 

a) A unique language   c)A special language 

b) A particular language.   d)A common language. 

18. Choose the right definition of the given term ‘ fratricide’ 

a) Killing of father  b)killing of friend c)killing of brother d)killing of neighbor 

19. Replace the underlined word with the appropriate phrasal verb. 

The opposition party with drew the support for the strike. 

a) Pulled in   b)pulled back  c)cut short  d)cut back 

20. Choose the correct modal verb. 

I ……… like to hear you play the flute. 

a) may   b)would  c)must   d)will 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Section - B 

II. Answer any seven of the following:                                                                        (7x2=14) 

i) Read the following sets of poetic lines and answer any four (4) of the following    (4x2=8) 

21. “A forlorn and shipwrecked brother, 

   Seeing shall take heart again!” 

a) What is the meaning of ‘forlorn”? 

b) “Ship wrecked brother “ explain. 

22. “We claim to dwell , in quiet and seclusion, 

a) How do women claim to live? 

b) What are the words in alliteration? 

23. “Ceaselessly musing , venturing, throwing , seeking , the spheres to connect them:  

a) Who is musing continuously? 

b) What is the figure of speech used in the line? 

24. “You were the dawn and sunlight filled the spaces 

   Where owls were hovering” 

a) What does the term “owls” refers to? 

b) How did the dawn fill the spaces? 

25. “On the day of Sicilian July with Etna smoking” 
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a) Which allusion is used in the line? 

b) What is Sicily ? What is Etna? 

 

26. “ He thought he’d list , perhaps’ 

   Off-hand like ………..’just as I………. 

a) Explain “off-hand”. 

b) What is the figure of speech used in the line? 
 

ii) Do as directed   (Any three)                                                  3 x 2 = 6 

27. Report the following Dialogue                                              

Vijay   :Why are you late today? 

Ajay  :I missed the school bus. 

28. Change into other voice form  

Close your books. 

29. As he worked hard, he became rich .         [Change into compound sentence] 

30. He did not play well. He did not win the match. [Combine with ‘If’ Clause] 
     

Part- III 

i) Explain any two (2) of the following with reference to the context:   (2 × 3 = 6) 
 

31. “To die , and not a heart that does not love us  

  Know where we’re laid” 

32. “I thought of the albatross, 

  And I wished he would come back”. 

33. “The spoils of ages , global merchandise 

   Mingling in your strains! 
 

      ii) Answer any two (2) of the following briefly.                                                   (2x3=6) 

34. What is meant by   “The sun plays truant”. 

35. Why can “no dictionary of a living tongue ever be perfect?” 

36. Why has Uranium been compared to cancer. 

     iii) Answer any three of the following.                                                                           ( 3x3=9)  

37. How will you book a bus ticket online. 
 

 

38. Write the dialogue with atleast three utterences between two sisters discussing the job they 

would like to take up when they are older. 
   

39. Choose the correct option and complete the proverb: 

a) All that glitters is not …………. 

b) Better late than ………. 

c) Pen is mightier than the ………… 

(never, Sword,Gold) 
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40. Study the pie-chart given below and answer the questions that follow: Average percentage in 

our subjects in VKP for the year 2016 – 2017 . 
 

  

 

Questions: 

a. Which subject has the highest percentage? 

b. Subject which got the lowest percentage? 

c. What is the difference in percentage between Tamil and English?         
            

      Part-IV 

IV) Answer the following:                    7x5=35  
  

41. Answer in a prose paragraph (of about 150 words)  

      a. How did Gandhi relate women to Sathyagraha? 

 (OR) 

      b. What prompted Johnson to write a dictionary of the English language? 

42. Answer in a poem paragraph (of about 150 words)  

     a. Bring out the message of the poem”A Psalm of Life” 

  (OR)  

      b.Narrate the incident of snake visiting the narrator’s garden. 

43. Non-Detailed paragraph of about 150 words. 

     a. Hints : Mr.Nuttel came to visit Mrs.Sappleton – met Vera – narrated tragedy – three years ago- 

Mrs.Sappleton’s husband and two young brothers went for shooting – didn’t return – window wide open-  
 

Mrs.Sappleton entered – soon the three arrived with the spaniel –Framton Nuttel rushed out – Vera said – he 

was once hunted by a pack of dogs – her specialty- romance at short notice. 

      (OR)  

b. Hints: Sue and Johnsy friends – painters Johnsy suffered from pneumonia – Sue looked after her – Johnsy 

to paint the Bay of Naples – Johnsy looked at the falling leaves – counted days – Behrman model – helped 

Tamil
81.4%

English
88.2%

maths
87%

science
92%

percentage
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Sue- Johnsy waiting for last leaf – gave hope – recovered – doctor – Mr.Behrman-patient –Behrman died- last 

leaf his master piece.  

 

 

44. Read the following passage and make notes [or] write a summary . 

Every one of us wants a happy life, but no two of us want exactly the same thing . So, it is not easy to 

lay down hard and fast rules with regard to what gives happiness . A great deal depends on the gifts and the 

temperament we are born with. Some need to human companionship and would therefore be happy as hermits 

or recluses, or following an isolated occupation in a remote place , while others need family and friends, 

around them. Some are cut out for adventure, while others happier in mundane pursuits. Some desire power 

and prestige , while others can only be satisfied by a vocation, such as the medicinal profession . It is 

therefore impossible to do more than generalize about the condition which makes for happiness . But one 

thing is certain ; happiness has little to do with the possession or lack of material things . It belongs to the 

mind , and its secret is the discovery of contentment and the gift of making the best of what is available. 

 

45. Respond to the following advertisement considering yourself fulfilling the conditions specified:      

      [Write XXXX for your name and YYYY for your address] 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

  (or)  

   Write a paragraph of about 150 words on the given topic:  

   Parents are next to God or Mobile Phones a boon or a bane. 
 

46. Read the following passage and answer in your own words the questions given below:  

 In 1920 , after some thirty-nine years of problem with disuse, high cost and polities , the panama canal was 

officially opened . finally linking , the Atlantic and the Pacific oceans allowing ships to pass through the fifty 

mile Canal Zone instead of travelling some seven thousand miles around Cape Horn. It takes a ship 

approximately eight hours to complete the trip through the canal and cost an average of fifteen thousand 

dollars , one –tenth of what it would cost an average ship to round the Horn. More than fifteen thousand ships 

pass through ships pass through it locks each year. The French initiated the project but sold their rights to the 

United states . The latter will control it until the end of the twentieth century when panama takes over its 

duties.   

a. Mention the length of the Canal. 

b. Which oceans are connected by the Panama canal? 

Wanted  

Candidate with Postgraduate Degree in English to teach Higher 

Secondary students in a reputed school, in Chennai. Good 

Communication skills , thorough knowledge of subject and 

teaching experience of 5 years are a must . 

Apply with your complete Resume. 

To 

Post Box No: 236 

The Hindu. 
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c. Which year did the authorities begin the construction of the Panama Canal? 

d. How did the ships travel before the construction of Panama Canal.  

e. Who controls the Panama Canal at present? 

 

 

 

(OR) 

Read the following poem and answer the questions given below:  

God gave us enough wisdom 

Instead, we employed it for own stardom 

God gave us a thought of mercy 

Instead, we made fiat of it without the trace 

God gave us an element of tender feelings 

Instead, we misused for selfish passions 

God gave us the light to protect justice 

 Instead, we explored ways for injustice 

God gave us darkness to rest in peace 

Instead, we chose to become slaves of bliss 

God gave us to nature as our shield 

Instead, we destroyed it for personal ends 

God provided us with the option of amity 

Instead, we opted ways for creating enmity. 

Yet, God gave us another great chance 

The greatest and most precious essence and 

yes the essence of love towards one and all 

Instead, we created hatred for our own jab. 
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Answer the following questions 

a) What did we do when God gave us wisdom? 

b) What did we do with the tender feelings which God gave us? 

c) How did we misuse darkness? 

d) What did we do with the love which God gave us for others? 

e) Give the title of the poem 

 

 

47. Write a dialogue with a minimum of five utterances for the situation given below:  

 The daughter spends many times in computer games and her mother advises her to give up this habit                                                                                                     

(or)  

 

Develop the following hints into a readable passage and give a suitable title. 

A bee – falls into a tank – a dove flies past – drops a large leaf into the water – the bee climbs on the 

leaf – flies away – a boy takes aim at the dove – the bee stings – the dove is saved. 

                         PREPARED BY 

 

MR. R. HENDRY EARNEST RAJA, M.A.(ENG)., B.ED., 

              HEAD OF DEPARTMENT IN ENGLISH, 

         VELUMANICKAM MATRIC HR SEC SCHOOL, 

            VAANI – RAMANATHAPURAM – DISTRICT 

                 CELL NO : 9597292925 
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